What are the Known Issues in Windows 10?

Q: What are the Known Issues in Windows 10?

Answer

- **Abaqus**: Abaqus will not install correctly on Windows build 1703. The vendor says they are working on the issue.

- **Atlas**: Some Atlas applications will not open in Edge.

- **Edge**: There is no Active-X support as well as no plug-ins allowed, notably Java and Silverlight; Some Atlas applications will not open in Edge.

- **Certaid/Internet Explorer**: When downloading Certaid with Internet Explorer, users will encounter the error "signature is corrupt or invalid". Downloading with Firefox or Chrome is advised as a workaround.

- **MATLAB**: If you receive an error during installation, a reboot may be required before the installation will complete.

- **MIT SECURE Wireless**: After upgrade to Windows 10 unable to connect to MIT SECURE wireless.
  - See: Windows 10 Upgrade, will not connect to MIT SECURE

- **SOLIDWORKS**: 2014 does not work, 2015 needs SP5 - SolidWorks system requirements.
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